Abstract. We prove a useful relation between the Conley-Zehnder indices of the Reeb vector flow action along periodic orbits in prequantization bundles and the orbifold Chern class of the base symplectic orbifolds motivated by the well-known case of manifolds. We also apply this method to primary examples.
Introduction
The Conley-Zehnder index is a crucial concept in researching the symplectic (co)homology and other related topics. For example, Otto van Koert introduced the notion of mean Euler characteristic in [1] as
with a simply connected Liouville filling pW, dλq, and also provided a simple and useful formula χ m pW q "
where µ p is the Conley-Zehnder index of a Reeb vector flow action along a principal orbit in [2] . The terms 'Conley-Zehnder index' and 'Maslov index', however, seem to be being used for varied forms of definitions involved in paths or loops of symplectic matrices, and sometimes be used even interchangeably. So, we stick with the definitions in [3] for them in the sequel. The most important property of the Conley-Zehnder index µ CZ in this article is the so-called loop property, which goes as follows :
where ψ is a path of symplectic matrices with certain properties and µ pφq is the Maslov index of the loop φ, i.e. µ pφq " deg pρ˝φq . Here, the integer-valued function ρ on the set of all symplectic matrices requires an amount of work to define, but it is simply the complex determinant when the symplectic matrix is as special as to be a unitary matrix.
Meanwhile, there is a well-known relation between the Conley-Zehnder indices of the Reeb vector flow along periodic orbits in prequantization bundles and the first Chern classes of base symplectic manifolds. For example, Otto van Koert showed one in [4] under the following assumption: for the class of integral symplectic manifolds pQ, ωq satisfying (i) rωs is primitive (ii) c 1 pQq " crωs for some c P Z (iii) Q is simply connected. In Lemma 3.3 of [4] , it was shown that the Conley-Zehnder index of the Reeb vector flow action is µpγq " 2c, along a circle fiber γ " π´1pqq of the prequantization bundle P over pQ, ωq.
This article has almost the parallel consequence as that of Lemma 3.3 of [4] under the orbifold setting. That is, a symplectic manifold should be replaced by a symplectic orbifold, and the orbifold (co)homology or the orbifold Chern class plays a role in place of their counterparts in the usual sense.
In Section 3, we prove the main theorem in the orbifold case by a similar method used in Lemma 3.3 of [4] . Even though the ingredient idea in Lemma 3.3 of [4] works almost the same way even we switch the situation to the orbifold setting, there are lots of subtleties that need to be tackled carefully because of it being an orbifold in lieu of being just a manifold. First of all, every Reeb orbit over a symplectic orbifold does not have the identical period in contrast to the manifold case. For this reason, we will overview basic facts about general orbifolds in Section 2 to help understand those unparallel situations precisely. Despite similarities with the manifold cases, not only does the consequence of this article provide us larger scope of applications but also we can enjoy interesting features of orbifolds while dealing with orbibundles, classifying spaces and their examples and so forth.
The algebraic varieties of weighted projective spaces and their complete intersections are well-known examples as orbifolds with special properties. A great number of mathematicians have been and will be researching them using a variety of mathematical tools. In Section 4, we show that our main theorem works for those spaces and compute the actual values regarding them defined in the previous section.
Although the main theorem works most effectively for principal orbits, it is still quite useful even for non-principal ones as well, and we'll see it in the final section.
Additionally, it was shown that
in the case of the Brieskorn polynomial of
in [2] . The reader should be warned that they used the standard complex structure of C n`1 where the Brieskorn manifold resides as an affine hypersurface while computing the indices. In this article, however, we can't use that method as it is because every structure involved here must be invariant under the actions in order to be orbifold objects.
rudiments on orbifolds
The easiest way to define an orbifold is by using local uniformizing systems. The exact definition can be found in [5] together with basic properties of general orbifolds.
To make a long story short, a local uniformizing system is a triple´Ũ , Γ, ϕ¯, whereŨ is a connected open subset of R n , Γ is a finite group acting onŨ , ϕ is a map fromŨ to the base space invariant under Γ. We usually denote an orbifold by
where X is the base space and U is its orbifold atlas.
In the special case when (1)Ũ -C n (2) Γ is a finite subgroup of GLpn, Cq (3) all the embeddings are holomorphic, then we call such an orbifold X a complex orbifold. In this case, the base space X is a complex space with quotient singularities at worst [6, p.123] .
The orbifold canonical divisor K orb X of X is a different notion from K X , the canonical divisor of X as a complex space.
Let us consider the following example: Suppose S 1 " tζ P C : |ζ| " 1u acts on
where m is an integer bigger than 1. Then any orbit
is principal whereas it is not when z 0 equals zero. Actually, the quotient space X under this action turns out to be a weighted projective space Pp1, mq and with a suitable orbifold structure it becomes an orbifold, which we denote by X as an orbifold. By the way, Pp1, mq is known to be isomorphic to CP 1 as an algebraic variety just as any other single-dimensional weighted projective spaces.
To see its orbifold structure with more accuracy, consider Clearly on D, we have
They are unequal because every element in Γ is a reflection, which doesn't produce genuine singularities (refer to Theorem 4.4.1 in [6] ). In other words, even though the north pole is an orbifold singular point due to its nontrivial isotropy group, it is not singular in the usual sense because CP 1 is very smooth all over. Here, the term z m´1 can be interpreted as a divisor p1´1{mq rps, which allows us to say that its orbifold Chern number is 2´p1´1{mq " 1`1{m. Now take a look at the "tautological line orbibundle" π : S 3 Ñ X , whose fiber over
Although it is an orbifold S 1 -bundle since its pull-back onto the orbifold chart becomes an ordinary S 1 -bundle that is compatible with our orbifold structure, it is not a fiber bundle in the usual sense because we may not get an S 1 -trivialization about the north pole. Otherwise, let's suppose Φ : UˆS 1 -π´1pUq is an S 1 -trivialization, where tthe north poleu P U. Then, Φ`txuˆ e 2πi{m (˘a nd Φ ptxuˆt1uq converges to the same point in the fiber over the north pole as x approaches the north pole, which is absurd. However, m-times of this orbibundle becomes a genuine circle bundle (refer to Proposition 4.4.22 in [6] ).
Next, the orbifold (co)homology groups and orbifold homotopy groups of X is defined as the usual (co)homology groups and homotopy groups of the classifying space BX of X . Here, p : BX Ñ X is a singular fibration over X , whose singular fiber over the north pole is the Eilenberg-Maclane space K pZ m , 1q and the generic fiber is the infinite sphere except over the north pole. H orb 2 pX , Qq equals to H 2 pX, Qq -Q because Q is a field (see Corollary 4.3.8, [6] ). To understand the natural projection p˚: H orb 2 pX , Qq Ñ H 2 pX, Qq, think of BX made by attaching the boundary of a disk with degree m along the boundary of a small puncture on the north pole of the sphere. Then we can easily see that p˚induces the division by m in Q.
Getting the orbifold (co)homology groups in Z-coefficient is a little tricky. Consider the long exact sequence of the orbifold homopoty groups for an orbibundle P over X with the fiber F ([6, Theorem 4.3.18]):
Now that our fiber F is S 1 , it is easy to see π 1 pBX q " 0, π 2 pBX q " Z, and hence H 1 pBX q " 0, H 2 pBX q " Z. Now, let U be an open subset in BX that is the upper disk containing the north pole. i.e. it is a singular fiber bundle over a disk whose generic fiber is contractible and singular fiber is KpZ m , 1q. Let V be the lower disk. i.e. it is the trivial bundle over a disk with a contractible fiber, and hence a contractible space. Then U X V is a bundle over S 1 with a contractible fiber, and hence homotopy equivalent to S 1 . Therefore,
H˚pV q " H˚ptptuq,
From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we conclude that
Similarly, we can get the cohomology groups :
There's one last thing to point out about orbifolds. On a prequantization bundle over a manifold, every Reeb flow rotates with the same period. i.e. The S 1 -action is free. But this is not the case over an orbifold, because the S 1 -action is only locally free. So, for a prequantization bundle pM, ξ, ηq over an orbifold, we call a periodic orbit γ P of ξ is principal if γ P has the longest period among all the periodic orbits of ξ when it exists.
The main theorem
The main theorem will be proved in this section. According to Theorem 7.1.6 in [6] , an integral almost Kähler orbifold admits a circle orbibundle generated by its symplectic form, whose total space becomes a K-contact orbifold. With counting the action by the Reeb vector flow along a fiber as a path of symplectomorphisms, we will compute its Conley-Zehnder index. The proof will be an orbifold version analogous to [4] with additional considerations.
Theorem 3.1. Let pZ, ωq be a Hodge orbifold, so that it admits an S 1 -orbibundle π : M Ñ Z whose total space M has a K-contact structure pξ, η, Φ, gq where dη " π˚ω.
then the Conley-Zehnder index µ CZ of the Reeb vector flow action along an orbit γ wound |Γ q |-times is µ CZ p|Γ q |¨γq " 2b Z , where q is the image of γ under π and Γ q is the isotropy group at q. For a principal orbit, we know that |Γ q | " 1 and denote by µ p pZq its Conley-Zehner index.
Proof. Before proceeding to prove the theorem, let us clarify what the path φ of symplectic matrices is whose Conley-Zehnder index we seek for. For a point x in Z, let γ x be the S 1 -fiber on x or the periodic Reeb orbit, and for each point t P γ x , let Q x t be the horizontal space at t. First, fix any point in γ x as 0, and take any symplectomorphism Φ :
t be a symplectomorphism induced by the Reeb flow action from 0 to t and β
Then, φptq is defined to be Φ´1˝α
x ptq´1˝β x ptq˝Φ. Of course, different Φ may change the path φ, but keeps the same Conley-Zehnder index. Also, if the orbit γ happens to be principal, then φ becomes a loop.
Write BZ p Ý Ñ Z for the classifying space of Z. Choose points q P Z,q P T Z such that p pqq " q and write the periodic Reeb orbit over q by γ q . As shown in [4] , the Conley-Zehnder index along γ q can be computed by considering the Maslov index along γ q of the contact structure D of η as a symplectic bundle.
Due to Theorem 4.3.11 in [6] , we can construct a Up1q-bundleMπ Ý Ñ BZ over BZ corresponding to M, as in the following diagram
Also, consider the vector bundleT Z over BZ corresponding to the tangent bundle T Z over Z, as in the diagramT Z 
Consider the pull-back bundle P " ι˚M π S over S. Note that pιpq˚η gives it a connection and in order to get its curvature, computẽ π˚ι˚p˚ω " ι˚π˚p˚ω " ι˚p˚π˚ω " ι˚p˚dη.
Therefore, the first Chern class of P is c 1 pP q " rι˚p˚ωs . Now, define the complex line bundle L by L " PˆS1 C over S, which is isomorphic to Opkq because of c 1 pP q, S " rι˚p˚ωs , S " rp˚ωs , ιpSq " k.
Hence we can take a section σ : S ÝÑ L that vanishes only at one pointq with multiplicity k and then extend it to a continuous map
Since π maps D symplectomorphically to T q Z on every point of π´1pqq,p˚D is mapped symplectomorphically toTqZ viaπ on every point ofπ´1 pqq. Therefore, the Maslov index along γ q of D is the same as the Maslov index alongγq "p´1 pγofp˚D, so that the technique introduced in [4] for manifolds is still effective.
To be more precise, by considering trivializations of ι˚T Z over a splitting S " Sz tquY tqu and its overlap map, we will relate the Maslov index alongγq with p˚c orb 1 pT Zq as done in §2.6 of [7] . Let us assume k " 1 for a moment. Since Sz tqu is contractible, we may choose trivializations Φ : Sz tquˆC n -T Z| Sztqu , and Ψ : Sz tquˆS 1 -P | Sztqu . Write Ψ´1 pσ pxqq " txuˆttxu P Sz tquˆS 1 , and identify Θx :TxZ -Q x 0 through dπ˝p, forx P Sz tqu, x " p pxq. Then by covering allx P Sztqu,
gives a trivialization ofp˚D overσ pSz tquq.
For the part ofTqZ, the horizontal lift along γ q will work. Then, the overlap map with this splitting and trivializations is exactly the path of symplectomorphisms we pursue. In fact, this description requires a bit more precise verifications, which can be found in the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [4] .
For general k, have the boundary of D 2 map to the fiberπ´1 pqq winding it k times, so thatσpD 2 q plays a roll of the (upper) capping disk alongγq with degree k. Also, attach the trivial symplectic vector bundle over a disk with the boundary sphere winding only once alongγq for the (lower) capping disk to make a sphere. In the end, by the nature of the Maslov index, we have
Now that the degree ofp is equal to |Γ q |, the order of the isotropy group of q in the base space, we get µ CZ pγqq " µ CZ p|Γ q |¨γ, which lead us to the conclusion. 
The weighted projective spaces and their complete intersections
We denote by P pwq the weighted projective space with weights w " pw 0 , w 1 ,¨¨¨, w n q , and we assume additionally gcd pw 0 , w 1 ,¨¨¨, w n q " 1.
Let us use the following notations to make it easy in dealing with weighted projective spaces:
w "ˆw 0 e 0 ,¨¨¨, w n e n˙. Note that w "w if and only if d j " 1 for all j or if and only if a w " 1. We call P pwq is well-formed in those cases.
In fact, an algebraic variety P pwq can have different orbifold structures, but in this article, we only consider the structure as a quotient space where S 1 acts locally free on S 2n`1 . This well-known S 1 -action is the generalization of the one introduced in Section 2:
ζ¨pz 0 , z 1 ,¨¨¨, z n q Þ Ñ pζ w 0 z 0 , ζ w 1 z 1 ,¨¨¨, ζ wn z n q , ζ P S 1 .
The orbifold chart to define this orbifold structure can be found in p.143 [8] . Roughly; For j P t0,¨¨¨, nu, let U j be the subset of P pwq such that
andŨ j the set of points in C n`1 zt0u such that y j " 1. Then,Ũ j is the local uniformizing chart with ϕ j : py 0 ,¨¨¨, 1 j ,¨¨¨, y n q PŨ j Þ Ñ ry 0 :¨¨¨: 1 j :¨¨¨: y n s P U j .
Its uniformizing group Γ
where ζ P Γ j acts onŨ j by ζ¨py 0 ,¨¨¨, 1 j ,¨¨¨, y n q Þ Ñ pζ w 0 y 0 ,¨¨¨, 1 j ,¨¨¨, ζ wn y n q .
We don't need to mention embeddings between local uniformizing charts, because they are not used in the sequel. We denote P pwq with this orbifold structure by P pwq.
Remark 4.1. There is another orbifold structure in P pwq: The finite set G w " Z w 0Ẑ wn acts on CP n to produce a developable complex orbifold CP n {G w . Refer to [9] for this orbifold structure.
Actually, Ppwq is a symplectic orbifold: Consider the contact form in C n`1
Its Reeb vector field is
whose integral curve is`e 2πw 0 it z 0 ,¨¨¨, e 2πw j it z j ,¨¨¨e 2πwnit z n˘.
Since η w is invariant under S 1 -action that defines Ppwq, we can use dη w as an orbifold symplectic form ω for it. Now, we show P pwq fits for Theorem 3.1 and get relevant values.
Lemma 4.2. The above symplectic form rωs amounts to´1{ }w} in H 2 pP pwq , Qq -Q.
Proof. Consider the map f w : rz 0 ;¨¨¨; z n s P P n Þ Ñ rz w 0 0 ;¨¨¨; z wn n s P P pwq , whose degree is }w} { gcdtw j u in general [8, Remark 3.5] . By the following commutative
where ι, ι w : rz 0 ; z 1 s Þ Ñ rz 0 ; z 1 ; 0;¨¨¨; 0s , and deg ι " 1, deg f pw 0 ,w 1 q " w 0 w 1 { gcd pw 0 , w 1 q , we see that deg ι w "
Now, use the chart z Þ Ñ rz; 1; 0¨¨¨; 0s in P pw 0 , w 1 q, so that
The integral is, theń 1 π
Since the uniformizing group of this chart is of order w 1 { gcd pw 0 , w 1 q, the integral value should be´g cdpw 0 ,w 1 q w 0 w 1
. By factoring in the degree of ι w , we get ω, S 2 "´1 }w} .
Lemma 4.3. The isomorphism
p˚: H 2 pP pwq ; Qq ÝÑ H 2 pBP pwq ; Qq induced by the classifying space map p : BP pwq Ñ P pwq is the multiplication by }w}.
Proof. Let w 1 " p1, w 0 , w 1 ,¨¨¨, w n q be another weight vector. Consider the following diagram 
orb pP pw 1is the identity map. Therefore deg p 1 " deg p, which allows us to assume that w 0 " 1. Now, take a look at the following diagrams
where ι, ι w : rz 0 ; z 1 s Þ Ñ rz 0 ; z 1 ; 0;¨¨¨; 0s , and BP pw 0 , w 1 q
In this case, we have deg ι " 1, deg f pw 0 ,w 1 q " w 1 {1 " w 1 , and hence deg ι w " }w} {w 1 . By the similar argument, we see that On the other hand, we can show that
by direct computations. Therefore, we have deg p " }w} .
In order to figure out the orbifold canonical line bundle K
, we need to consider some line orbibundles O Ppwq over P pwq. The sheaves O CPpwq pmq on CP pwq generated by the graded S pwq-modules S pwq pmq induce the orbisheaves O Ppwq pmq, which happen to be free hence line orbibundles and satisfy the property Proposition 4.4. P pwq satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1. Also, we have
Proof. Since the line orbibundle generated by rωs in P pwq is actually O Ppwq p´1q, it is sufficient to compare O Ppwq p´1q with K orb Ppwq . Plus, it is known that the canonical divisor K Ppwq of the base space, which induces the canonical orbidivisor K Any quasi-smooth weighted complete intersection X in P pwq has an orbifold structure naturally induced by P pwq ([6, Proposition 4.6.6]). Denote X with this orbifold structure by X . Also, it is known that the link
with dim ě 2 is simply connected [10, 3.2.12] . Since the locally free action of S 1 on L X produces the orbifold X , and L X is a manifold in this case, we see that Clearly, X is a symplectic orbifold with the inherited symplectic form ι˚ω from Ppwq.
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a quasi-smooth weighted complete intersection of Ppwq, whose degree is pm 1 , m 2 ,¨¨¨m r q with 1 ď r ď n´2. Then, we have
Proof. Owing to the condition r ď n´2, we have dim X ě 2, and hence π Note that the local uniformizing chartŨ j of P pwq is equal to Spec pk rz 0 ,¨¨¨, p z j ,¨¨¨, z n sq, (k " C), and that U j " Spec´k rz 0 ,¨¨¨, z n s pz j q¯i s the quotient spaceŨ j {Z w j ([9, Theorem 3A. 
still holds. Because it is now clear that the line bundle generated by rι˚ωs is equal to O X p´1q, and also we know that K X " O X´ř which leads us to the conclusion. Now, turn our attention to the Brieskorn polynomial of the exponent vector a " pa 0 ,¨¨¨, a n q , n ě 3.
i.e. Write l " lcm j ta j u. Then, we may regard it as a quasi-smooth weighted complete intersection X of a single weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree l in the weighted projective space with weights w j " l{a j , and hence it has the orbifold structure induced by the standard weighted projective space (refer to [6, example 4.6.7] ).
Here, let us define l 2 in the following way. First, let l " p s 1 1¨¨¨p st t be the prime factorization of l. For each prime p j , choose a jp whose β j " ord p pa jp q is the second largest among ord p a α 's. Put l 2 " p
Remark 4.6. For a " pa, a,¨¨¨, aq pn ě 2q for example, we have l " l 2 " a. If a " pa 0 ,¨¨¨, a n q consists of pairwise relatively prime integers, then it is clear that l " a 0ˆ¨¨¨ˆan , l 2 " 1.
More concretely, for a " pp, p 2 , p 3 q with p prime, we have l " p 3 , l 2 " p 2 .
Lemma 4.7. Under the above assumption, we have
and hence X is well-formed iff l " l 2 .
Proof. Note that each w j divides l and so do all d j 's, which leads us to a w |l. In order to get a w , we need the biggest ord p among d j 's, for each prime factor p of l. For each p j , let α j be the index where ord p j`a α j˘" s j . Then p j does not divide w α j , and hence d α is indivisible by p j for all α different from α j . Among w α with α ‰ α j , s j´βj is the least one of ord p pw α q . i.e. ord p`dα j˘" s j´βj , and hence ord p pa w q " s j´βj . Because of l " l 2 , the ambient projective space is well-formed and so is its complete intersection of the Brieskorn hypersurface by the criterion introduced in Corollary 4.6.10 in [6] .
Corollary 4.8. Consider the Brieskorn orbifold with the exponent vector a " pa 0 ,¨¨¨, a n q , n ě 3 as a weighted hypersurface in the weighted projective space with weights tl{a j u. Then the Conley-Zehnder index of the principal orbit is
Proof. It follows directly from the preceding description.
Remark 4.9. This value matches (1.1) although their paths of symplectomorphisms are not defined exactly in the same manner.
Some computations for non-principal orbits
In this section, we will see how Theorem 3.1 works for non-principal orbits as well by tackling the examples in the previous section. To begin with, we need to ponder over the Conley-Zehnder index a bit more for a path of unitary matrices. In the simplest case, the path is nothing but complex-valued with modulus 1 and the index goes as follows:
At times, the product property
helps us with higher dimensional cases (refer to [3, §2.4 
]).
Let us begin with the one-dimensional weighted projective space P pm, nq (m, n are relatively prime). Consider the non-principal orbit γptq "`e 2πit , 0˘, t P r0, 1s, in Ppm, nq. Clearly, it corresponds to the point x whose isotropy group is Γ x " Z m . By Theorem 3.1, µ CZ pm¨γq " 2pm`nq, and it is obvious that
because it is a path of one-dimensional unitary matrices. Now, move on to the higher dimensional weighted projective space P pwq with weights w " pw 0 , w 1 ,¨¨¨, w n q, and with Reeb vector field ξ w " 2πi ř n j"0 w j´zj B Bz j´z j B Bz j¯.
Since P pwq has a compatible hermitian metric, the action by ξ w along a principal orbit can be represented as a loop of unitary matrices Aptq. Therefore, if we consider another vector field ξ w 0 " 2πi ř n´1 j"0 w j´zj B Bz j´z j B Bz j¯a long the same orbit in P pwq, then A can be written as Aptq "
where A 0 ptq is generated by ξ w 0 and ϕptq is a C-valued function. Also, because Aptq, A 0 ptq are unitary matrices, 1 " |det Aptq| " |det A 0 ptq| |ϕptq| " |ϕptq| .
Consider the non-principal orbit γ 0 " pe 2πw 0 it z 0 ,¨¨¨, e 2πw n´1 it z n´1 , 0q in P pwq with nonzero z j 's, which corresponds to the point whose isotropy group is Z dn , where d n " gcd pw 0 , w 1 ,¨¨¨, w n´1 q. By applying Proposition 4.4 to P pwq and to one-dimensional lower weighted projective space P pw 0 q with weights w 0 " pw 0 , w 1 ,¨¨¨, w n´1 q {d n , we know that ϕptq contributes twice as much as |w|´d n¨| w 0 | " w n to the Conley-Zehnder index in P pwq along γ 0 traveling d n -times repeatedly. Therefore, we get µ CZ pγ 0 q " 2 d n n´1 ÿ j"0 w j`2 Z w n 2d n^`1 .
By using this method repeatedly, we can get the Conley-Zehnder index for any nonprincipal orbits in the weighted projective spaces. For example, consider γ 0 " pe 2πit , e 2πit , 0, 0q , t P r0, 1s, in Pp4, 4, 5, 14q. With an iteration of the above operation, we get µ CZ pγ 0 q " 2¨p1`1q`p2¨Z 5 2¨4^`1 q`p2¨Z 7 2¨2^`1 q " 8.
after all. It's even possible to apply this method for the Brieskorn cases. Consider γ 0 " pe πit z 0 , e πit z 1 , e πit z 2 , 0q , t P r0, 1s in z 2 0`z 2 1`z 2 2`z 5 3 " 0, (z 0 z 1 z 2 ‰ 0). Note that it is a quasi-smooth hypersurface with degree d " lcmp2, 2, 2, 5q " 10 in Pp5, 5, 5, 2q, and γ 0 corresponds to a point with an isotropy group of order 5 when counting it with the induced orbifold structure. Therefore, if we make use of the similar method as above, we get µ CZ pγ 0 q " 2¨p1`1`1´2q`p2¨Z 2 2¨5^`1 q " 3, because of µ P " 2¨p5`5`5`2´10q .
Remark 5.1. We need to be careful in applying this method to non-principal orbits in general orbifolds, because we have implicitly used the fact that in C n , the subspaces tz n " 0u and tz 1 "¨¨¨" z n´1 " 0u are unitarily complementary to each other so that they are not only orthogonal but also symplectic complement of each other. Apparently, this is not always true for general orbifold strata.
